LIMITLESS. BOUNDLESS. TIMELESS.
The New TOTEM SKY

In an age where true value is put on a limitless and honest musical rendition, the new Totem SKY is born. A compact marvel for all
types of source mediums, the SKY offers flexibility, livability and lasting acoustic quality. The SKY will make you fly to a whole new
level of appreciation. You will be amazed by the ultra-wide spatial performance coming out from such a compact package. Slim, trim
and visually self-effacing the SKY truly shines with the latest innovations in speaker design. / Discover yours at totemacoustic.com
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Living in a Virtual World
A Look at Today’s Leading VR Headsets

4 VR
Headsets
Examined!

by Ted Kritsonis

I

t may come off like a buzzword, or
even a short-term fad, but VR, or
virtual reality, looks like it’s going
to stick around for some time. The
idea, and even implementation, is not
new, given the technology goes back
at least 50 years, but the computing
power to drive today’s content makes
it ready for a new era.
Part of the reason for that is
because VR transcends industries.
It’s not all about gaming or video. It
has the potential to disrupt or impact
industries as varied as real estate,
health care, engineering, retail and
travel, among others.
The immersive experiences afforded
by VR also broaden the effects on our
senses in how they go beyond what
is merely being seen, but also how
sound resonates spatially, and touch
is simulated through accessories. It’s
what marks the unique distinction
of standing on the edge of a virtual
mountain and feeling the depth of
the land below, though both feet are
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firmly planted on solid ground in real
life.
It’s also in how medicine may be
easier to teach by using 3D models
that can be inspected from all
angles, or how a home can be walked
through from half a world away. The
possibilities are compelling, and
the learning curve relatively easy to
understand. For the moment, the
number of vendors entering the VR
space is continually growing, but here
are some of the standouts leading the
pack.
HTC VIVE

One of the premium VR headsets
and experiences currently available,
the HTC Vive is not just a headset,
but rather a sum of parts required
to make the experience work. This
necessitates some space because
there are two base stations that
need to be about 15-feet apart and
7-feet high diagonally facing toward

the middle, which helps create a play
zone for active movement.
The two wireless controllers are key
because they will appear in virtual
form as tools or weapons when
viewed through the headset. To add
some safety measures, the frontfacing camera allows the wearer to
see the real world with a simple tap. A
grid also indicates where the physical
limits are in the virtual space once
you get close.
The headset itself must be plugged
into a Windows computer that is
capable of processing and playing
the content. A fast processor and
graphics card are absolute must
haves, with plenty of RAM to ensure
smooth performance — specs
that are generally found in high-end
gaming desktops (and some laptops).
Anything less than that won’t cut it.
The good news is that the hefty
investment in simply being ready
to use the system is matched by a
growing library of content to keep
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things fresh. HTC currently has
hundreds of items, from games to
immersive video, already available
at varying prices to download. Given
the size of some of the files, a large
hard drive is probably a good idea
on the heavy-duty PC needed to run
everything.
Since the Vive is really a partnership
between HTC and game developer
Valve, content can be viewed or
played in a sit-down setting, like
playing on a compatible laptop
and using the headset to emulate
a cockpit in a game like Elite:
Dangerous, for example. While nice
and fun to play, the true scope of the
Vive’s functionality comes out when
the whole system is set up to make
the wearer physically move.
The price to do it all is clearly in early
adopter territory, with the Vive itself
retailing for $799 US, and a PC needed
to run it properly easily exceeding that
figure. All told, a budget of $2,500 US
is probably a safe bet.
oculus rift

This is the VR headset that arguably
set the stage for this burgeoning
category from its initial Kickstarter
campaign. Oculus’ acquisition by
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Facebook in 2014 only served to put
it at the top of the list. The headset is
lighter and arguably sleeker than the
Vive, with a similar build, save for a
couple of distinctions.
Like the HTC Vive, the Rift has
two OLED panels with a combined
resolution of 2160 x 1200, meaning
each eye has a 1080 x 1200
resolution. The 90Hz refresh rate is
as fast as it gets right now, and the
110-degree viewing angle as wide as
it is going to be for the time being.
Headphones have to be plugged in to
add the sound elements, and Oculus
includes a pair to go with the headset,
though any others will also work, too.
However, the Rift doesn’t have a
camera in the front to see the real
world ahead, nor as wide a playing
zone as the Vive. It also comes with
an Xbox controller to play games,
though Oculus will be changing that
with new Touch controllers that will
allow hands to become part of the
virtual world. Despite that, Oculus had
a head start on game development,
and thus, has more immersive games
in greater numbers.
A simmering aftermarket looks to
support the Rift and enhance the
overall experience, though some are
universal and can work with the Vive

as well.
The Teslasuit from Tesla Studios
(no connection with Tesla Motors)
promises a full-body suit with haptic
[sense of touch] feedback through
the various embedded sensors
to bring more stimulation to a VR
experience. The Virtuix Omni adds
even more movement with a motion
platform that is akin to a VR-style
treadmill. Users can simulate walking
or running in any direction, while
using controllers or peripherals to
play games. The VRgo takes a similar
premise and applies it to a chair for a
more sit-down experience.
The Rift headset is available now
for $599 US, though the Touch
controllers will push that up another
$199 US.
sony playstation vr

In what may seem like the most
logical marriage with VR, the
PlayStation VR headset was outed
long before its impending launch
in October. An investment into the
PlayStation ecosystem is necessary
in order to get the most out of what
the headset can do.
The reason for this is because the
headset connects to the PlayStation
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Camera, which then plugs in directly
to the PlayStation 4 game console.
Games can be played with the regular
wireless DualShock 4 controllers, or
the Move motion-sensored wands
that work with the camera.
The headset has a 5.7-inch OLED
display with 1080p resolution and
running at 120fps. The camera can
track the LEDs around the headset,
the DualShock controller and the
Move controllers, working together
to precisely capture movement in the
virtual space. Sony touts the 3D Audio
technology it’s bringing to the table
with this setup, making sounds feel
like they are coming from any which
direction.
While Sony will release its new
PlayStation 4 Pro to handle 4K video
output, the headset works fine with
the original console and the new PS4
Slim that recently came to market.
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The headset itself retails for $399
US, while a bundle that includes the
camera, Move controllers and a VR
game called PlayStation VR Worlds
goes for $499 US.
samsung gear vr

The Gear VR ($99 US) sits in a
different category because it uses
a compatible smartphone to power
the content displayed through the
headset, and thus does not to be
tethered to a computer. While not
exactly at a beginner level like the
barebones Google Cardboard, for
instance, the Gear VR is perhaps more
intermediate in that it offers more
content and a greater level of control.
The content is partially driven by
Oculus, which developed the Gear VR
in tandem with Samsung. That’s why
the Oculus Store app needs to be

downloaded upon setup — apps and
games that work with the headset
can be purchased and applied there.
All 360-degree video and photos,
especially those shot with Samsung’s
own Gear 360 camera, are fully
viewable in VR through the headset.
Like other VR headsets, 2D content
can also be viewed within the context
of a 360-degree environment, an
example of which can be seen in how
the Netflix app is implemented.
A second version of the Gear VR
was launched in August to coincide
with the launch of the Galaxy Note
7 smartphone, which uses the
newer USB-C port. So as not to leave
prior devices out of the mix, the
headset comes with an adapter to
accommodate them. These included
the Galaxy S6, S6 Edge, S6 Edge+,
Galaxy S7, S7 Edge and Note 5.
It also has a slightly higher viewing
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angle of 101-degrees (up from
96-degrees) and bigger lenses to
reduce chances of outside light
bleeding in. A softer fabric was added
to the headset for greater comfort
when wearing it, and it remains very
lightweight. A shift in colour to a grey
and black scheme is the only other
cosmetic change.
The hardware to playback VR content
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is slowly coming into form, but it’s the
content itself that will drive adoption
moving forward. PlayStation VR has
a slight advantage in that it is more
affordable and tied to the world’s most
popular game console, and games will
be readily available in the months to
come. It doesn’t have the same power
as the HTC Vive or Oculus Rift, which
are the two standard-bearers for the

category so far.
It’s not clear how other
manufacturers might
get into the mix. Apple
has been very quiet so
far, giving no indication
as to whether it has
something big brewing.
Microsoft’s HoloLens
is more augmented
reality, much like
Google Tango, which is
expected to roll out on
some smartphones in
2017.
Social media
networks are also likely
to embrace the new
medium, which only
serves to help bolster
awareness of what VR
looks and feels like. As
smartphones continue
to grow in power and
sophistication,
the
likes of the Gear VR
become more intermediate.
No matter which direction you look
in, it appears VR is here to stay. In you
live in the Toronto, Ontario area, be
sure to check out demos of all these
VR headsets at the upcoming TAVES
Consumer Electronics Show (Oct.
28 - Oct. 30, Richmond Hill, Ontario)
-- more info at www.taveshow.com.
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2016 Holiday
Gift Guide
Happy Holidays From
Suave Kajko & George de Sa!

Wacom Intuos Creative Stylus 2, $79 US
The applications for tablets never cease and the Wacom Intuos Creative Stylus 2 is a great and well-priced iPad stylus for the budding
artist. Great accuracy and a comfortable feel make it a sure-toplease gift for any iPad owner. A thin pressure-sensitive tip makes
drawing or painting intuitive, while delivering a natural feel. A creative gift that feeds the creative spirit; one that any budding artist
should truly appreciate. www.wacom.com

IsoAcoustics ISO-L8R130 Monitor
Stands, $89 US
Want to get more out of your existing
bookshelf speakers or monitors? Give
them a stand that’s designed to draw out
the most of what sits on them. I [George]
have heard these demonstrated myself
and the results are astonishing. Don’t
start shopping for new speakers until
you or your friend has tried these monitor
stands. I expect you will be as surprised
as I was with how well they work. www.
isoacoustics.com

Google Cardboard, $15+ US
Virtual reality immerses the viewer in
out-of-this-world experiences. It’s
something that’s hard to explain with
words - you really have to see it to believe it. The Google Cardboard is the
most affordable way to experience
the immersion of VR and one heck of
a way to amaze everyone at a holiday
party. Just assemble the kit, slide
your smartphone inside, download
some VR apps and you’re off to the
races. vr.google.com

TIDAL HiFi Music Streaming Service, $19/month CDN
TIDAL is a commercial-free subscription music streaming service that offers two
tiers of service – Tidal Premium (compressed) or TIDAL HiFi (uncompressed CD
resolution). Where most other music streaming services are just MP3 quality,
TIDAL HiFi is a dramatically better music experience. I [George] can vouch for its
quality, as a happy, regular user. Give the gift of high resolution music to yourself
or a friend with a few months of TIDAL HiFi. www.tidal.com
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Star Wars: The Force
Awakens Holographic
Records, $50 US
It’s no surprise that the Star
Wars franchise has inspired
us to develop many of the
technologies that we love
so much today. One technology we are still trying to
crack from these films is the
holographic display. Each of
the two records in this set
floats a holographic image in
mid-air when you shine a light
on it - one shows the Millennium Falcon and the other
a Tie Fighter. Oh, and the
soundtrack is fantastic too!
www.disneymusicemporium.
com

TAVES Consumer Electronics Show Ticket, $25
This show is a tech & HiFi lover’s paradise, and
perfect for the whole family. Where else can you
find so much of the latest consumer tech all in
one place? From virtual reality to drones, wearables, gaming, HiFi, home theatre, robotics, 3D
printing, personal transportation, smart devices
and electric vehicles - this show literally has it
all. And if you’d like to learn something in a more
intimate setting, don’t forget to check out one
of the many workshops and seminars.
www.taveshow.com

Gifts
Under
$100

Samsung Gear VR Headset, $99 US
If you’ve had an itch like me to enter the
world of Virtual Reality (VR), you won’t
find an easier way then with the Samsung Gear VR. It’s a mobile VR headset
that Samsung designed with Oculus –
known for the Oculus Rift VR experience.
The Samsung Gear VR will work with a
number of Samsung Galaxy phones. With
an attractive price, it’s one of the cheapest ways to dive into VR. Get one for
yourself and a friend this holiday season.
www.samsung.com

MainStream Audio Multi-room Streaming Components,
$99 to $439 US
MainStream offers components that turn existing speakers and music systems in your home, into a seamless
wireless, multi-room system. The “solo” is a streamer
that offers 16-bit streaming and turns any pair of speakers into a wireless system. The “omni” offers the same
streaming / wireless capability but adds 24-bit sound
quality. The full-featured “omni+” offers 3 additional inputs (3.5mm jack, Toss Link and USB) to play from various audio sources. The “amp160” is equipped with all the
features of the “omni+”, plus a 2 x 80 watt amplifier and
a volume knob. www.mainstreamaudio.com
16 NOVO
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Nintendo Wii U Super Mario Maker
Deluxe Set or Mario Kart 8 Deluxe

Funk-Firm Achromat Turntable
Mat $130+ CDN
Whether it is a vintage turntable or a new model that same
truth remains – it’s all about
the base and that’s what the
Achromat is all about. Dropping one on the platter of your
turntable will provide noticeable sonic improvements –
tighter focus, crisper images
and better soundstaging. Using a special foam with millions of bubbles that eradicate
unwanted noise your vinyl will
never sound better. Get one
for your friend and yourself,
they are that good. www.thefunkfirm.co.uk

Set, $299 US
A favourite with kids and great fun
for the family, Nintendo now offers
a deluxe package with the Super
Mario Maker game, a Super Mario
Maker idea book and a 30th Anniversary Mario Modern Color amiibo
figurine. If the members of your
family are a little more competitive, check out the Mario Kart 8
deluxe set instead. The Wiil U is
a great way to have some fun with
the family over the holidays. www.
nintendo.com

Samsung Gear S2 Smartwatch, $299 US
Looking for a stylish and feature rich wearable? If you’re an Android fan, then
look no farther than the Samsung Gear S2 smartwatch. The Gear S2 sports a
fashionable look and clever rotating bezel with an impressive display. It has
solid health tracking and better battery life than many other high-end smartwatches. Everything is easily accessed via a quick twist of the bezel or press
of the buttons. There are apps for messages, text, email, timer, health tracker
and more. www.samsung.com

Nordost QRT QK1 AC Enhancer, $249 US
The QK1 uses and innovative design and technology to produce a beneficial effect on standard AC
current. Equipped with Nordost’s patented Micro
Mono-Filament technology to prevent time delay
and distortion, the QK1 results in improved overtones, pace, focus, sharpness and depth in music,
with similar benefits to video signals. Housed in
a mechanically tuned carbon-fiber body, it can be
equipped with either a US or EU connector.
www.nordost.com

Nippon Antenna UDF85,

littleBits Smart Home Kit, $249
Help bring a loved one’s home into the 21st century with this smart
home kit. With a little ingenuity, this kit will let you solve your unique
problems, like brewing coffee from bed, feeding your pet while at work,
or turning on your AC as you’re heading home from work. All you need to
do is connect all the littleBits components and control your creations
with a smart phone. An included “invention book” will help you get started, but the possibilities are pretty endless. www.littlebits.cc
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$129 US
Cable and satellite TV
costs continue to climb...
and yet the quality of content continues to deteriorate. That’s why some
consumers are cutting
the cord and turning to a
high quality antenna. The
UDF85 will allow you to
pick up many local channels, and even some from
other close-by cities. Plus
you’ll get a crystal clear,
HD signal.
www.karmond.com
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Oculus Rift Virtual Reality Headset,
$599 US
Successfully funded as a Kickstarter project, Oculus was purchased by Facebook for
a staggering $2 billion just 2 years later.
Today, the Oculus Rift is one of the heavy
hitters when it comes to VR and provides
an entertainment experience like nothing
else. It allows you to step right into the
game, watch an immersive VR movie or
even visit a destination half-way across
the globe. This is an absolute top-of-thelist gift for gamers this holiday season.
www.oculus.com

Pioneer SX-N30 Network 2-Channel System, $400 US
This system is a great choice for those looking for
sound quality of a dedicated stereo receiver (85 Watts
per channel) but wanting the comfort and functionality
of the latest network players. With full networking connectivity, WLAN, USB, Bluetooth and AirPlay, the SX-N30
is set to meet modern needs, while sporting a phono
input for a turntable. Hi-Res music is no obstacle as
it has a built-in DAC (192 kHz/24 bit or 5.6 MHz DSD).
www.pioneerelectronics.com

Razor Hovertrax 2.0 Hover Board, $469 US
You’ve probably seen someone in your neighborhood riding around on one of these things, and
doesn’t it look like a blast? This self-balancing
hover board offers excellent performance and
maneuverability for cruising around town and
kicking up some neat tricks. Its light weight
and compact dimensions make it easy to take
anywhere you go, and the built-in lithium ion
battery offers 60 minutes of fun time.
www.razor.com
www.novo.press
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Samsung Gear 360 Camera, $349 US
This camera, equipped with front and
rear lenses, allows you to capture
your life’s moments in full 360 degree
glory. Whether taking a snapshot at
a birthday party or from the peak of a
mountain during your ski trip, the Gear
360 will leave you with an unforgettable memory that can be viewed on
your phone or computer screen. But
for the best experience, you’ll want
to relive these memories through a
VR headset, like Samsung’s own Gear
VR. www.samsung.com

Paradigm PW AMP Premium Wireless Series Amplifier, $499 US
If you’re looking for an easy solution for wireless sound in any
room, using your existing speakers, the PW AMP will likely meet
your needs. Delivering 100 Watts-per-channel into 4 Ohms, it is
compatible with most speakers. The PW AMP can stream music
right to your speakers using your existing home Wi-Fi network. It
also includes Anthem Room Correction (ARC) to perfectly tune the
system to sound best in the specific room it’s placed in. Great
sound and convenience! www.paradigm.com

Hafler PH50 MM Phono Stage, $500 US
Around since 1977, Hafler knows a thing or two about making high quality,
dependable audio products. The PH50 phono stage, designed for moving magnet cartridges, is a great way to get more enjoyment from your vinyl records.
Compact, well-built and most importantly capable of great sound, the PH50
will make your tunes sound richer, smoother and more lifelike. And if you or a
friend have a moving coil cartridge, the Hafler PH60 phono stage is an equally
great choice. www.hafler.com
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Segway miniPRO Personal
Transporter, $799 US
Now owning a Segway is possible with
the Segway miniPRO Transport. Not
a hover board but rather a unique and
possibly revolutionary personal transport. The miniPRO is a hands-free,
two-wheel electric scooter that offers
a safer riding experience, combined
with higher speeds, and longer battery
life. Its design allows it to travel on
a larger variety of indoor and outdoor
terrains. Environmentally friendly and
fun, the Segway miniPRO Transport is
a perfect gift for someone who means
a lot to you. www.segwayminipro.com

DJI Phantom 4 Drone $1,199 US
DJI has a great reputation with building drones. The
Phantom 4 is their greatest product yet. Agile and
precise, the Phantom 4 incorporates DJI’s latest
technologies, design and features. The Phantom 4
with its streamlined body and larger battery allow it
to fly farther, up to 28 minutes. If you or someone
you care about has been thinking about getting serious with a drone, the DJI Phantom 4 is one amazing product to explore with. www.dji.com
JIBO Social Robot, $749 US
2016 is said to be the pivotal year for social robots. JIBO was born as an Indiegogo
crowd-funded project, raising over $3.7
million. This friendly robot is a family companion that can interact and react with its
human owners, helping to manage your life,
coordinate with your family and capture
special moments. For kids, it can serve as
a responsive story teller and playmate. For
seniors, it can be a companion that helps
them live with greater independence. JIBO
is the personal assistant of the future.
www.jibo.com

ROBO 3D R1 +Plus 3D Printer, $799 US
This reasonably priced 3D printer is a
perfect gift choice for the innovator in
your family. The R1 +Plus offers a large
build volume of 10” x 9” x 8” and can
print out of 16 different filament materials, thanks to its ability to print at
higher temperatures. It also features
an automatic 9 point leveling system
so you don’t have to manually adjust
the printing bed. It comes with a starter roll of filament and is compatible
with third party filaments.
www.robo3d.com

VPI Player Turntable, $1,199 US
If you’re ready to experience what a high-end turntable can really provide but
don’t want to break the bank, the VPI Player is a turntable that will surely
please. Not only do you get an amazing turntable and tonearm but it comes
complete with a built-in phonostage, mounted Ortofon 2M Red cartridge, and
yes…even a headphone amplifier. It’s the perfect hi-end portable vinyl rig to
introduce your friends and family to vinyl with, over the holidays!
www.vpiindustries.com
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Gold Note Valore Plus 425 Turntable, $1,275+ US
UBTECH Alpha 2 Humanoid Robot, $1,990 US
If you’ve ever dreamed of living in the future, here’s your
chance. The Alpha 2 robot is packed with the latest robotics
technologies: an intelligent voice system [it speaks to you and
listens], 20-joints to offer fluid mobility and an 8-mega pixel
camera. It is also equipped with a host of sensors, including
infrared, ultrasonic, touch, gesture and acceleration - enabling
unprecedented interaction between itself and its human companions. Watch a video of Alpha 2 online and you’ll immediately fall in love. www.ubtrobot.com

Totem Acoustic SKY Monitor Loudspeaker, $TBD (but under $2,000)
Canadian-based Totem designs loudspeakers that offer a luscious,
rich sound that music fans around the world find intoxicating. This
compact monitor offers the very latest advancements in speaker
design and outstanding performance, even when you’re not sitting
right in front of it. Its 8 ohm nominal impedance means that just
about any amplifier will be happy to drive it. Available in black ash,
mahogany and satin white finishes. www.totemacoustic.com
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(depending on finish)
This Italian made turntable offers an outstanding performance with
looks to match. Many of this turntable’s elements are derived from
Gold Note’s high-end siblings and every component is designed in a
way to best minimize mechanical vibrations. Comes outfitted with
Gold Note’s excellent B-5.1 tonearm and a clear acrylic cover. All
you need to supply is your choice of cartridge. Available in acrylic,
laquered and real leather finishes, this turntable is a perfect gift for
the music lover on your list. www.goldnote.it

MakerBot Replicator+ Desktop 3D Printer $1,999 US
The all-new MakerBot Replicator+ offers faster, easier
and quieter 3D printing than ever before and a 22% bigger build capability compared to its predecessor. MakerBot is synonymous with great performance and reliability and the Replicator+ brings all of this in a more
affordable package, with a recently reduced price. The
Replicator+ is the perfect gift for the hobbyist, educator or inventor / entrepreneur that is looking to design
and built amazing 3D print projects with speed and
quality. www.makerbot.com
www.novo.press
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Crazy, right?

The YSP5600 features 44 individual drive units.
That’s what it takes to create the ultimate
immersive experience from
f
a single
l enclosure.
l
Luckily, we were crazy enough to make it.

KEF LS50 Speakers, $1,499 US
The KEF LS50 is one of the most innovative
and progressive bookshelf speaker designs in
history. Based around the legendary LS3/5a
British studio monitor, the KEF LS50 mini
monitor speaker brings the build and accuracy of a professional studio monitor into the
home. Most recently, KEF has added a number of new colours to choose from, including
Racing Red, Titanium Grey and High Gloss
White, along with traditional black. One of
our favourite bookshelf speakers and sure to
be one of yours. www.kef.com
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SVS PB13-Ultra Subwoofer, $1999 US
If you’re looking for a truly high performing subwoofer that
will bring a home theatre to life with thunderous impact,
SVS has the product for you. Their flagship ported subwoofer, the PB13-Ultra, weighs in at 155lbs and will not
only shake the foundations but also deliver surprising
control, exposing musical nuance. If you or someone you
know has a home theatre or is a music enthusiast, the
PB13-Ultra subwoofer may be the perfect gift for kicking
the holidays up a notch! www.svsound.com

Yamaha YSP-5600 Digital Sound Projector, $1,699 US
Haven’t got the space for a full Dolby Atmos setup, with 7 speakers,
a subwoofer and two in-ceiling channels? Yamaha has the solution.
Their YSP-5600 is a full 7.1.2 Dolby Atmos / DTS:X sound solution
with only the physical presence of a soundbar. Employing 46 speaker
drivers and Yamaha’s exclusive Digital Sound Projector technology, it
delivers a multi-dimensional listening experience. It can also deliver
wireless multiroom audio playback using a Wi-Fi network and Yamaha
MusicCast audio products. www.yamaha.com

Riide Electric Bike, $1,999 US
Imagine riding around the city without having to deal with traffic or
parking. The Riide’s on-board 36V,
9ah lithium-ion battery offers a 25
mile range and takes under 3 hours
to charge. Reaching a top speed
of 25 mph, this bike allows you to
pedal, twist the throttle, or do both
at once. At 40 lbs, it is one of the
lightest electric bikes available. And
since you don’t have to pedal, it’ll let
you reach your destination without
sweating and having to change or
shower. Oh, and you’ll never have to
worry about flat tires because the
Riide is outfitted with bomb-proof
tires. www.riide.com
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Monitor Audio Gold 200 Loudspeakers, $4,495 to $5,395/pr US
The Monitor Audio Gold 200 loudspeaker possess impeccable build
quality and styling, combined with a musically dynamic sound. This
long-standing British company has incorporated all the latest technologies and materials into the Gold Series to make it something
special. With a slender three-way design and impeccable finish,
it will complement the most stylish décor; delivering sound that
pleases the most discerning ears. If space is a challenge, Monitor Audio offers the same sonic signature in its in-wall CP-IW460X
speakers. www.monitoraudio.com

Gifts
Over
$2,000

Yamaha A-S1100 Integrated Amplifier,
$2,499 US
Yamaha has a heritage in building fine
music instruments and has put this
experience to great use in building its
latest iteration of integrated amplifiers. The A-S1100 integrated amplifier is an innovative design inheriting
the superior qualities of Yamaha’s
emotional and dynamic sound. With
a dedicated single-ended high-grade
integrated amplifier design and 160
Watts per channel (4 Ohms) the
A-S1100 will deliver engaging music
playback. It also makes a lovely visual statement with retro styling,
including sweeping analog power meters. www.yamaha.com

Devialet Phantom Dou Speaker,

Acoustic Solid 111 Metal

$4,309 US /pair
Is this a speaker from the future?
Perhaps. The Phantom wireless
speaker offers marvelous engineering to produce a powerful,
clean and precise sound. Each
speaker has its own built-in 750
watt amplifier and a 24-bit/192
kHz digital-to-analog converter.
All you need to do is provide a
music source, either via your
home network or Bluetooth. This
is a perfect way to bring sound
these holidays to the whole family. www.devialet.com

Turntable $2,100 US
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Bryston BDA-3 Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC),
$3,495 US
A proper DAC is an absolute must-have in a modern
music system. The BDA-3 is one of the finest DACs
in the market and happily extracts every ounce of
detail and musical nuances from digital sources.
As a result, voices and instruments will sound rich
and vibrant, and the soundstage will become larger
and offer improved definition. The BDA-3 is equipped
with just about every connection you can imagine,
so you’ll be able to connect any digital source to it.
www.bryston.com

($3,600 US with stand)
If you or someone you care about
is serious about vinyl, why not
help them enjoy it even more
with a serious turntable? The
Solid 111 Metal will ensure vinyl
sounds just right, while being the
centrepiece of the room with its
stunning appearance and build.
It’s a wonderful, complete package, with the WTB 303 arm and a
pre-mounted Nagaoka cartridge.
All ready to spin vinyl bliss! www.
tricellenterprises.com

www.novo.press
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by Douglas Brown

Gold Note
Giglio Turntable + B7 Tonearm + Dynavector 10X5 M/C Cartridge

W

ith nearly 25 years of experience in
manufacturing 2-channel components,
today Gold Note of Florence, Italy makes a
range of turntables, cartridges, phono stages, amplifiers, speakers, and other music
products.
Having recently reviewed Gold Note’s
value-packed Valore Plus 425 turntable
(now online at www.novo.press), when the
opportunity to audition their higher-end
Giglio (pronounced Gee-Leo) ‘table arrived, I
dove on it like Oprah on a baked ham.

DESIGN & FEATURES

The Giglio turntable ($5,200 US, equipped
with the B5.1 tonearm) sits in the middle of
Gold Note’s turntable range and features a
plinth that’s comprised of three separate
layers: real wood; stainless steel; and acrylic.
The Italian walnut or Tuscan olive woods
used in the base are aged in hardwood slats
for 8 years and then cooked in an autoclave
to ensure structural integrity.
Once the wood’s cured and hand carved
into its unique vibration-deadening shape,
it’s finished with a natural lacquer. The wood
base is attached to a 3mm thick stainless
steel middle plate and then bolted via 16
strategic points to a 2cm thick polished
28 NOVO

black acrylic top plate.
This tri-layer sandwich construction adds
noticeable mass and ensures superior
resistance to air born and mechanical
vibrations. Plinths can also be ordered with
a black or white lacquered MDF base. The
walnut plinth of my review ‘table added
a formidable class and sexiness that
reminded me of a smouldering 1960’s era
Gina Lollobrigida. Like the lady, this ‘table
has curves in all the right places.
All elements of the drive mechanism are
designed to minimize vibration. The Giglio
comes standard with a polished bronze
bearing and an 8cm long spindle that’s
made out of carbon-rectified hardened steel.
The 2.3cm thick platter is formed out of a
PTE polymer-based material called black
Sustarin.
The ‘table features a 12 volt synchronous
motor that converts voltage in an A/C to D/C
and then back again to A/C fashion. Users
can make precision adjustments to the
platter’s 33 RPM and 45 RPM rotational
speeds via the electronic speed control
buttons on the top left side of the plinth.
Manufactured by Gold Note, the B7 is a
9” long pivoting tonearm and retails for
$1,700 US. The B7 is an upgrade to the B5.1

tonearm which comes standard with the
Giglio turntable.
To reduce vibration, the B7’s arm wand is
made out of 6 different diameter titanium
sections and uses four custom-fabricated
ceramic micro ball bearings: two for the
vertical plain and two for the horizontal
axis. The counterweight is machined out of
aluminum and can handle cartridges up to
20 grams.
The internal wiring is an AWG 36 Hyper
Litz shielded 99.9999% Oxygen Free Copper
(OFC) cable. The Vertical Tracking Angle
(VTA) can be adjusted via 2 set screws on
the arm’s base and the cartridge’s azimuth
can also be fine-tuned by a micro-sized
screw.
Overall, the B7 is a superbly engineered
tonearm with an impressive level of micro
adjustability.
The very first 10X cartridge was released
in 1978. The 10X5 is the fifth incarnation
and retails for $660 US. It weighs 7.3 grams,
has an elliptical stylus, and an aluminum
cantilever. Offering a high output of 2.5mV,
this Moving Coil (M/C) cartridge can be used
with the 47k Ohm load setting that most
Moving Magnet (M/M) phono stages use.
With the Giglio rig, the 10X5 created a
www.novo.press
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beautifully full, warm,
and natural sound. The
soundstage was deep
and wide, and yet also
focused and palpable.
It never sounded harsh
or thin. Germane to its
incisive low-level detail
retrieval and profound
ability at capturing
micro dynamic shifts,
the 10X5 consistently
made music sound
coherent, powerful, and
involving.
Amazingly,
this is Dynavector’s
lowest priced M/C
cartridge.
Flaws…? The 10X5 has some extra weight
in the lower mid-range and upper bass. To
get even better sound, try Dynavector’s
higher echelon Te Kaitora Rua or DRT XV1T M/C cartridges. To my ears, a Sumiko
Pearwood Celebration Mk2 M/C cartridge
created the best sonics.
Overall, if you’re looking for a High Output
Moving Coil (HOMC) cartridge that makes
beautiful music at a reasonable price,
Dynavector’s 10X5 should be at the top of
your list.
PERFORMANCE

After flipping as many records as I could for
a week, I dialed-in the platter speed, VTA, VTF,
azimuth, and anti-skating. For perspective, I
compared several exotic tube phono stages
to Gold Note’s solid state PH-7 model.
The B7 arm is terminated with a 4-pin
female output plug that’s a proprietary
design. If your favourite phono interconnect
(IC) has the standard 5-pin DIN plug, you
won’t be able to use it with the B7 arm. I
tried several 4-pin to 5-pin adaptors, but
kept encountering issues with noisy ground
hum. Gold Note needs to seriously re-think
this output connector.
With the supplied Gold Note 4-pin phono IC
and the 10X5 cartridge, the Giglio produced
superb PRaT, precise imaging, and an
impressive amount of air and space around
instruments. With a wide variety of music,
the ‘table created an astonishingly natural,
cohesive, and non-fatiguing sound across
the frequency spectrum.
Exotic turntables must reproduce the
dynamics, layers, and timing of recorded
music with a far greater scale, timbral
accuracy, and immediacy than budget
‘tables. They should provide a better sonic
www.novo.press

picture into the original musical event and
make music come to life with a natural
(read: unforced) sense of weight and power.
The Giglio vinyl rig does all of this and
more. High frequencies were extended and
detailed, without any of the distortions
which are usually heard from lesser sources.
Mid-range presence was haunting and
consistently gave me goosebumps. Timbral
accuracy was refined and resolute. Mid-bass
and low bass instruments were reproduced
with a swaggering rhythm and groove.
Examples…? The Giglio rig made Rush’s
1980 masterpiece Permanent Waves come
to life in a way I’ve never experienced before.
Played off of a 180 gram MFSL pressing,
staggeringly technical progressive-rock
songs like “The Spirit of Radio”, “Freewill”,
“Jacob’s Ladder”, “Entre Nous”, and “Natural
Science” all sounded fuller and more detailed
than I’ve ever heard. The subtle spatial cues,
attack and decay, and transient speeds of
the guitar, bass, drums, and percussive
accents were all more precise and distinct.
And yet, at the same time, these sounds
were better integrated within the musical
framework of the songs.
Listening to treasured records by Marillion,
Mahler, Cathedral, Rachmaninov, Goatsnake,
Sabbath, Slayer, Patricia Barber, and
everything I threw onto its platter, the Giglio
vinyl rig brought me countless hours of pure
musical bliss.
While I could waffle-on endlessly about
all of the records that I listened to, I’ll just
say this: the Giglio, B7 arm, and DV 10X5
cartridge dramatically impacted my listening
habits. Instead of switching in a 50/50 ratio
between my vinyl rig and different digital
sources, for several months with the Giglio,
I’ve listened to almost nothing but records.
To my ears, source components are the

most important links within the audio chain.
Much like water, if your audio system’s
source is hopelessly polluted, no amount of
filtration downstream is going to un-pollute
it. Would you drink water that was sourced
from Chernobyl? Nope… neither would I.
Gold Note’s Giglio turntable, with the B7
tonearm, and the Dynavector 10X5 cartridge
delivered a deeply layered, immersive, and
musical sound. It’s a breathtaking example
of what happens when an established
company that makes $100K+ vinyl rigs
applies cutting-edge designs and advanced
engineering knowledge to their more
sensibly priced ‘tables.
If you own an entry-level record player,
have a sizeable vinyl collection, and are
looking to climb far higher up the sonic
ladder towards reference-calibre sonics, I
warmly recommend auditioning the Giglio
vinyl rig. It creates a sound quality that very
few sources, analog or digital, are capable
of producing.
Gold Note
www.goldnote.it
Dynavector
www.dynavector.com
Distributed in Canada by Tri-cell
Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
905-265-7870 or 1-800-263-8151
Gold Note Giglio Turntable
Price: $5,200 US, with B5.1 tonearm
Gold Note B7 Tonearm
Price: $1,700 US
Dynavector 10X5 M/C Cartridge
Price: $660 US
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by Malcolm J. Gomes

Monitor Audio
PL300 II Loudspeakers

T

he British have contributed
mightily to the music universe.
The world of music would just not
be the same without the body of
work of The Beatles, The Rolling
Stones and The Moody Blues. On
the audio gear side, they have not
been too shabby either, giving us
some highly revered brands, one
of which is Monitor Audio. I admire
the chutzpah of this company for
constantly trying to push the performance envelope by consistently
daring to think outside the box.
They have always had a penchant
for trying out new materials and
designs. All parts are designed and
manufactured in-house and are
proprietary to Monitor Audio. Even
the screws and bolts are made
specifically to the design parameters indicated by Monitor Audio.
The venerable Platinum Series has
been around for 8 years and has
now been replaced by the Platinum
II Series, which is chock full of exciting new technology.
DESIGN & FEATURES

There are eight speakers in the
Platinum II range. The PL300 II,
the subject of this review, is one
down from the nearly 2-meter tall
flagship PL500 II. It was with great
anticipation that I got down to the
business of putting this gorgeously
finished speaker through its
paces. Sheldon Ginn and his
team delivered the speakers to
my auditioning facility. Sheldon is
the Vice President of Sales and
Marketing at Kevro International,
the North American Distributor
for Monitor Audio. They were also
kind enough to help me set them
up, which was a real blessing given
the 120 pounds that each speaker
weighs. The review pair offered a
stunning Ebony real wood veneer,
hand-finished with 11 layers of
clear gloss piano lacquer. These
speakers are also available in
Santos Rosewood or a piano black
www.novo.press

gloss lacquer finish.
The PL300 II has a 3-way
way
configuration which features two
wo
8” RDT II long-throw bass drivers,
ers,
a 4” RDT II mid-range driver and an
MPD high frequency tweeter. The
frequency response is 28 Hz to
100 kHz at minus six decibels. The
sensitivity is 90 decibels and it can
ure
reach a maximum sound pressure
level of 117.8 dBA, which is pretty
tty
me
close to live rock concert volume
levels. The nominal impedance is
4 ohms and the power handling is
rated at 300 watts RMS. Monitor
tor
Audio recommends pairing these
ese
speakers with amplifiers rated
ted
from 100 to 300 watts RMS.
The cabinet consists of a multiultilayered, super-rigid construction,
on,
has curved sides and back to
break up internal standing waves
ves
and is equipped with two HiVee II
ports embedded in a sealed midrange TLE enclosure. The network
ork
crosses over at 3.4 kHz and 500
00
Hz. The speaker terminals have
ave
been completely redesigned and
are now milled from solid copper
per
and plated with Rhodium. They
hey
accept spades, banana plugs or
bare wires. The speakers stand at
approximately 43 inches tall; have
ave
a width of 11.5 inches and a depth
pth
of 14.5 inches.
Monitor Audio used FEA modeling
ing
to optimize the operation of
the
electrical,
mechanical,
cal,
magnetic and acoustic systems
ms
in the Platinum II range. A new
ew
generation of RDT bass and
midrange drivers have been
een
employed, complemented with a
micro pleated diaphragm (MPD)
PD)
tweeter.
The all-new RDT II bass and
mid-range drivers offer a
superior diaphragm material
and better suspension to
generate significantly lower
er
levels of distortion, compared
red
to the previous RDT generation.
The diaphragm is a composite
NOVO 31
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sandwich structure made from ultra-thin,
low-mass skins bonded to a honeycomb
Nomex core material. The front skin is made
from C-CAM and the rear skin is fabricated
from woven carbon fiber. PL II series cones
are 150 times more rigid than Monitor Audio’s
own proprietary C-CAM cones and 1/20th
the weight. The upgraded ports comprise a
straight rifled design, which accelerates the
airflow and reduces turbulence to generate
faster, more powerful bass and better
transient response.
The MPD tweeter optimizes the diaphragm
and magnetic geometry for improved
power handling, higher sensitivity, flatter
impedance and better transient response.
It uses an ultra thin, low mass pleated
diaphragm formed by bonding 12 uM layers of
high temperature polyimide and aluminium.
The latter is etched away to leave a resistive
track, which operates like a voice coil of an
electro-dynamic driver. This new tweeter
results in a cleaner sonic character and
reduced harmonic artifacts.
The completely redesigned crossovers
use air-core inductors, audiophile grade
metallized 1% tolerance polypropylene
capacitors, silver lead wire aluminium-clad

resistors and ‘Pureflow’ silver plated oxygen
free copper internal wiring. The front baffles
are hand-upholstered using Strathspey
leather supplied by Andrew Muirhead. This
is the same grade of leather that is used
in quintessential British brands of high-end
furniture, luxury automobiles and exotic
yachts.

included high-resolution 24/192 tracks
from Chesky Records, many Redbook tracks
from the seemingly limitless Tidal streaming
music library and a few choice LPs. I began
the audition with Yuri Honing Trio’s version
of The Police classic “Walking on the Moon”.
This reggae track rendered in jazz style is a
treat for the ears. Right from the introductory
passage of the bass guitar and kettledrums
PERFORMANCE
of this incredibly well recorded track, it
When it comes to placement, these became very apparent that I was listening
speakers are temperamental prima donnas. to very articulate transducers. Each whack
They will throw a tantrum if not placed and of drumsticks on the skins was crisp, taut
aligned properly in the listening room but and controlled. Then the horn joined in with
if you give in to their whims and fancies incredibly breathtaking grain-free glory;
by placing them just right, like most sheer sonic bliss. The tone and timbre was
prima donnas, they will reward you with spot on while the bass was deep, tight and
performance that will take your breath away. tuneful.
The unusually wide dispersion of the tweeter
Next up was the Chesky 24/192
allowed me to place the speakers around resolution recording of the album “City
nine feet apart to broaden the soundstage of the Sun” featuring John Pita, Avi Snow
and widen the sweet spot, without paying and Zach Para playing on two guitars and
the penalty of a hole in the middle. I toed percussion instruments. It’s been referred
them in around 10 degrees. The levelling to as the reinvention of acoustic music, and
mechanism made it easy to align the experiments with everything from post-rock
speakers to perfection and that brought the dynamics to gypsy jazz. I played the track
‘Brothers’ and revelled in the way the PL300
sonic image into sharp focus.
The music that I used for this audition II painted the huge soundstage with such
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composure, it made these three intrepid
musicians sound glorious. The guitar strums
were finely woven with pristine tonal purity
that was truly soul satisfying.
For a change of pace I put on the track
“San Diego Stomp” by Bob James and Earl
Klugh from their “Cool” album. This incredibly
well recorded track dominated by guitar,
percussion and piano, is very adept at
revealing the ability of a speaker to create
a three dimensional soundstage. On the
PL300 II, the music burst forth in glorious
splendour. The leading weight, edges and
decay of each piano note were rendered with
the same panache and realism as I have
heard on some speakers at twice the price.
The accuracy of the pace, rhythm and timing
on this track compelled me to get out of my
listening seat and spontaneously cut a rug
with enthusiasm.
I then switched to Dire Straits “Private
Investigation” from their “Love Over Gold”
album. It commences with an ominous,
deep-pitched synthesizer orchestration,
which leads into a slow piano progression,
accompanied by a classical guitar. It then
opens up to a slow, bass-driven beat, with
vociferous electric guitar chords, before

the gradual diminuendo featuring interplay
between Mark Knopfler’s acoustic guitar
magic and Mike Mainieri’s marimba. This
intricate and highly complicated arrangement
of constant changing tempo, going from
whisper quiet passages to suddenly soaring
notes, is a bit too much for many speakers
to handle without losing their composure.
Not so with the PL300 II, which rendered
the challenging dynamic contrast of the
track with uncommon ease. Mark’s gravelly
voice was portrayed with most of the tonal
colours and saturation that I heard at many
Dire Straits live concerts.
The PL300 II was equally adept at
reproducing female vocals. Eva Cassidy’s
voice has an unusually wide dynamic range
making it a real challenge for speakers. At
whisper quiet levels, the PL300 II retained
most of the texture, subtlety and nuance
of this exquisitely seductive voice. On the
other side of the spectrum, when Eva gives
her vocal chords free rein, these speakers
delivered it without sounding compressed,
strained or distorted.
I was quite astonished at how close
the PL300 II came to my reference ACA
Seraphim SE speakers ($45,000 US), which

I consider to be one of the performance and
value leaders even at their lofty price point.
For the past decade, the Merlin Music VSM
was my benchmark against which I gauged
the performance of all speakers below
$20,000. However with the sad passing
of Bobby Palkovich and the subsequent
closing of Merlin Music Systems, I have
been looking for another benchmark at this
price point. At $17,995, the Monitor Audio
PL300 II is a strong contender for that
benchmark. If there is another pair of current
speakers that deliver this elevated level of
sonic performance, build quality and sheer
aesthetic beauty at this price point, I have
not yet encountered them.
Monitor Audio
www.monitoraudio.ca
Distributed in Canada by Kevro
International
www.kevro.com
(800) 667-6065
Monitor Audio PL300 II Speaker
Price: $17,995 CDN/pair

PRIMACOUSTIC MAKE
MAN CAVE SOUND GOOD!

®

REVIEW
by Dale Goz

Pioneer Elite
SX-N30 Network Stereo Receiver

F

ounded in 1938 in Tokyo Japan, Pioneer One of the challenges with a dedicated
Corporation is one of the leading elec- network music player is that an external
tronics firms in the world. The company amplifier is required to output sound to the
offers several product groups, the largest speakers. The addition of a stereo amplifier
being mobile electronics, which includes is not only cost prohibitive for some, but
car stereos, car speakers and navigation also requires more space. For many people
systems. Pioneer’s second largest group who are new to the 2-channel segment, this
and the one it was founded on, is that of can be a potential turnoff.
home audio. Befitting to its name, Pioneer is DESIGN & FEATURES
responsible for many industry firsts, including the laser disc, the automotive CD player
Pioneer’s answer to this is the Elite SXand the high definition plasma display. More N30 Network Stereo Receiver. This is an allrecently, in 2015 Pioneer sold its home A/V in-one unit that combines a network player/
business to Onkyo Corporation, however streamer with a class A/B stereo power
Pioneer continues to create innovative prod- amplifier (85 watts/channel), in a single full
size chassis. Created for 2-channel stereo
ucts in new market segments.
With digital downloads and physical media, listening, the SX-N30 is well built, has a
such as CDs on the decline, the concept solid look and feel, typical of Pioneer Elite
of streaming music is the latest industry products, and retails for $799.
The SX-N30 will play FLAC, MP3, AAC,
trend. Streaming services such as Spotify,
TIDAL, and Apple Music are now household Apple Lossless, and virtually any file format
names and offer music fans the convenience that you can think of, including the elusive
of enjoying thousands of songs at the touch ‘Ogg Vorbis’. Furthermore the SX-N30 is
of a fingertip. Furthermore, as most of us compatible with high-res WAV/FLAC files at
have smartphones, the most convenient 192kHz/24-bit and DSD files at 2.8/5.6 MHz.
way to enjoy our music is through an app, It can play these file formats from a USB
using a set of headphones or ear buds. With connected drive or via your home network.
One of the strengths of the SX-N30 is the
the recent resurgence of traditional
2-channel stereo listening, along with number of ways the user can enjoy their
vinyl records, manufacturers have created music. Along with analog inputs for SACD/
dedicated streaming/network music players CD, TV, game, SAT/CBL, and DVD/BD, there is
which allow consumers to enjoy music even a Phono (MM) input to connect a record
using bookshelf or floorstanding speakers. player. You will also find two sets of digital
34 NOVO

coaxial and optical inputs that can be used
to connect a TV’s sound output. You can
even kick it old school and hook up AM/FM
antennas.
While the SX-N30 has a front panel USB
port for a flash drive, I would have liked to
see an additional USB audio port on the back
panel for a more permanent USB hard drive.
The SX-N30 can also access many of the
popular streaming services available today
such as Spotify, Pandora, SiriusXM and
DEEZER, just to name a few.
With all the inputs that the SX-N30 has,
ultimately, one has to command all of this
technology goodness. The provided remote
control offers a traditional design with a
common button layout that will be familiar
to us old timers. However fundamentally
what makes or breaks a network receiver is
the control app. While the SX-N30 was at my
house, my son, who is an avid music listener,
skipped the provided remote and installed
the Pioneer app on his phone (I too, followed
suit). I’ve experienced numerous control
apps from various manufacturers over the
years and this one from Pioneer is one of
the best I’ve seen. The app is simple to use,
well thought out, and even customizable.
With all the inputs and streaming services
available on the SX-N30, scrolling to the
desired input is a tedious process. Pioneer
has solved this by allowing the user to
delete unused inputs and services to give
www.novo.press
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I connected a pair of Paradigm Prestige
the main screen a cleaner look and allow
the user to get to their selection more 85F floorstanding speakers to the SX-N30,
efficiently. Other manufacturers take and began listening to music, which included
note. Furthermore, Pioneer has incorporated FLAC files (96kHz/24-bit) accessed from my
a network discovery feature that actually NAS drive. The SX-N30 has three listening
works. When in stand-by, network discovery modes - stereo, direct, and pure direct. I
allows the SX-N30 to be powered on via the choose stereo which I found better suited
control app. It’s interesting to note that in to my speakers. So how does the SX-N30
the instruction manual, Pioneer has several sound? Listening to the track ‘Oh’ from the
pages detailing on how to use the remote album Some Devil by Dave Matthews, the
control and scroll through the endless vocal reproduction was terrific and lively
on-screen control menus, yet only briefly without being aggressive. The SX-N30
mentions the existence of the control app. painted a huge soundstage with excellent
All of these menu selections are displayed focus and throughout the song delivered
on the front panel screen which for me is a well placed stereo image. The acoustic
barely visible from 8’ away. The front panel guitar had a natural woody sound, without
itself has a multitude of redundant buttons sounding harsh or artificial. Deadmau5
and dials that are found on both the remote ‘Arguru’ from Random Album Title is not a
control and control app. I suspect this typical 2-channel selection but I enjoy this
is a design philosophy carry-over from a track for its deep rhythmic bass that gives
traditional AVR but I would have preferred a the amplifier’s bottom end a good work
cleaner more modern aesthetic for the front out. Overall the SX-N30 did a good job in
panel.
delivering hard hitting bass at a moderate
volume level. However, if I really wanted to
PERFORMANCE
turn up the volume and experience deep
For enjoyment of online music services bass, Pioneer has included an output for a
Pioneer recommends a wired connection subwoofer.
to the home network for maximum
I also decided to try out a little Trip Hop
reliability. During my testing I used a hard with ‘Undress Me Now’ by Morcheeba from
line connection, however as the SX-N30 the album Parts of the Process. Having
does have built in Wi-Fi with dual antennas, heard this song more times than I can
I decided to see if I could detect any recall, I immediately noted that there
differences between the wired and wireless was more energy in the upper midrange
connections. Using a strong Wi-Fi signal of and treble, which was noticeable on Sky
-30db and streaming high-res FLACs through Edwards vocals. Tonal characteristics of
my network, I didn’t notice any connectivity the background singers highlighted the
or buffering issues.
musicality of the SX-N30. In comparison
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to my reference system I found the SX-N30
to be slightly forward sounding but to be
fair my reference system wouldn’t be in the
same price category as the Pioneer. So if I
was new to the 2-channel category I would
be more than happy with the overall sound
quality of the SX-N30 and not at all feel that
I was missing out on something.
The SX-N30 is at the forefront of recent
growth in the 2-channel segment thanks
to its multitude of features, easy set up,
great control app, fantastic sound quality
and reasonable price. This network stereo
receiver would feel right at home as an audio
hub, in a space where multi-channel audio is
not desired or doesn’t fit. Condo owners will
love the SX-N30’s small footprint and ability
to achieve awesome sound without having to
deal with the added complexity of setting up
surround sound speakers. Hook up the SXN30 to a TV with set of tower or bookshelf
speakers and a powered subwoofer, and
enjoy great stereo sound that is far better
than the TV speakers. The SX-N30 is perfect
for an all-in-one music solution that is clean,
relatively compact and will remain relevant
for years to come.
Pioneer Electronics
www.pioneerelectronics.ca
Pioneer Elite SX-N30 Network Stereo
Receiver
Price: $799 CDN
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by George de Sa

Hafler
PH50 Moving Magnet Phono Stage

H

afler is a division of Radial Engineering
Ltd, headquartered in Port Coquitlam,
BC, Canada. Radial is primarily a pro-audio
company with products targeted at musicians and studios; however, in 2014, with
the acquisition of Hafler, Radial has begun its
move into the consumer audio market. Hafler though, is a brand with history, having its
beginnings back in 1977, founded by David
Hafler. David was already well established in
the audio biz as a partner in Dynaco, a highlyregarded audio product company best known
for its tube amplifiers. Interestingly enough,
Radial just re-launched the Dynaco brand,
at the 2016 High End Show in Munich, once
again uniting Hafler with Dynaco.

DESIGN & FEATURES

I’ve been auditioning the Hafler PH50
Phono Stage ($500 US) for moving magnet
cartridges over the last few months. In
addition, I’ve also had my hands on a Hafler
PH60 ($600), its sister product. Whereas,
the PH50 is specifically made for moving
magnet (MM) cartridges, the sibling PH60
is designed for low-output moving coil
(MC) cartridges. For those with even more
demanding MC needs, Hafler produces two
other significantly more expensive phono
www.novo.press

products, the PH34 ($1,200) and PH44
($1,200).
The Hafler PH50 and PH60 share
similar build, quality, exterior dimensions,
aesthetics and simple operation, while
differing in circuit design and application,
as mentioned above. The Hafler PH50 is an
ultra-linear phono stage for MM cartridges. It
employs a RIAA curve to preserve the original
program material and minimize coloration.
The PH50 has low noise, rated at -82dB with
a dynamic range of > 91dB and just 0.002%
distortion. While not a pin-up model in
form, the PH50 is non-intrusively styled and
purpose built, with a sturdy feel. The casing
is 14 gauge steel, ensuring durability and
effective shielding from external EMI/RFI
contamination. A full surface ground plane
reduces its susceptibility to RFI, as well.
Sturdy gold plated RCA connectors and a
grounding screw are on the back, along with
the DC power input socket. Inside, a military
grade PC board has a neatly laid out circuit,
which serves to minimize self-noise and
cross-talk. The power-supply is an outboard
switching wall type that’s common for phono
stages at this price point. Adding to peace
of mind is the fact that the PH50 and its
siblings are made in Canada, and have a

3-year transferable warranty.
On the front panel of the PH50 there is a
convenient power on-off button and a lowcut button but also a curious rotating knob,
looking a lot like a volume control. Turns
out that this knob is a variable control for
the low-cut (high-pass) filter, which, when
engaged, allows variable attenuation of
low frequencies – providing a means to
ameliorate rumble or system low-frequency
feedback. Though I didn’t find I needed to
employ the low-cut filter, given the vast
potential systems out there, it’s comforting
to have a means to reduce low frequencies,
even to tame excessive bass. Apart from
this control, everything else with the Hafler
PH50 phono stage, is plug and play with no
other controls for users to worry about.
The vast majority of MM cartridges will be
happy with a 47K: load and 35dB of gain
of the PH50 but not necessarily all (see the
Hafler website for full specifications). My
resident Ortofon 2m Red MM cartridge was
fully compatible with the PH50; however,
my Dynavector 10x5, a high-output MC,
designed for use with MM phono stages,
required a little more gain for optimal
performance than the PH50 could produce.
All my evaluations were with my Ortofon 2m
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Red on my longterm reference
VPI
Scout
turntable.
PERFORMANCE

With over a
couple hundred
hours of breakin I began to pay
closer attention
to the sonic
attributes
of
the PH50. One
thing that I first
noticed
about
the PH50 was
its nonchalant
manner, this is
not an in-yourface performer but rather comes across as
relaxed and composed. It conjures images
with impressive body and dimension, while
avoiding any unnatural highlighting or
silhouetting. With respect to treble, the
PH50 was benign, never biting or stinging.
It’s delivery of high frequencies was smooth
and controlled and absent of unnatural
emphasis or grain. Tonal colors possessed
natural warmth without coming across
as overly ripe or Technicolor. My general
impression, as I made my way through a
stack of LPs was that the Hafler PH50
favoured musical relevance over forensic
detail.
Dropping the needle on Leonard Cohen’s
album Popular Problems, I was floored
with the manner in which the Hafler PH50
interpreted the track “Almost Like the
Blues”. The rounded snap of the bass strings
were juxtaposed brilliantly with the light and
delicate piano notes. The PH50 rendered
the shaker with lovely texture, revealing
the delicate shadings of its seedy contents
and characteristic rasp. As I continued to
listen to the piano notes, I was taken by the
warm glow and buoyancy they possessed.
Leonard’s voice, came across large and
in charge, sounding articulate and in the
flesh, while the bongo percussion, set left
and further back, was tactile and impactful.
The PH50 demonstrated an evenness of
tone, absent of unnatural high frequency
accenting; the music from the vinyl resolved
as it should be, organically and holistically.
Moving to Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours album
and the track “Dreams”, the cymbal hits
through the Hafler PH50 were convincingly
metallic, yet controlled; yeah, no distracting
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fizziness or hissing here. Stevie’s voice
was conveyed beautifully, with her slightly
deeper tone and velvety rasp personified,
absent of any recording haze or artifacts. In
the lower frequencies, it was evident on this
track that the Hafler PH50 could command
electric bass notes, as they sounded
dynamic, impactful and solid. So too, was
the Hafler very capable of shedding light on
the steely strings of the guitar, portraying
the strums with engaging attack. And, the
overall soundstage was defined, having
admirable width and depth and impressive
layering.
On Art Pepper’s album, Art Pepper meets
The Rhythm Section, and the track “Jazz
Me Blues” the Hafler PH50 shined. Here it
delivered the quick tempo and peppy energy
of the track in a lifelike manner. There was
wonderful tone color and density to the
saxophone and the inherent brassy shimmer
of the cymbals came through unobstructed.
Some top end air was absent but not
missed, as the musical essentials were all
well delivered. Stand-up bass also had real
body and resonance, the touch of the strings
easily appreciated. Again, on percussion,
the snare drum was tight, the snap of the
skins portrayed with realistic attack.
Comparing the Hafler PH50 to my long-term
reference Pro-Ject Phonobox II SE it was
clear that the PH50 had more warmth. The
Pro-Ject did seem to have slightly broader
frequency extension, most noticeable in the
high-frequencies but also sounded slightly
clinical in comparison to the Hafler. This
Pro-Ject Phonobox II SE also had more
air and presented a larger soundstage but
the Hafler PH50 delivered greater musical
flow and character, blacker backgrounds

and superior imaging. In terms of bass,
the Pro-Ject was tighter and punchier, the
Hafler warmer, fuller and weightier. Vocals,
both male and female, were more corporeal
through the Hafler PH50, where the Pro-Ject
by comparison was drier, yet more resolved.
These comparisons required careful volume
matching since the Pro-Ject provided 5dB
extra gain.
The more I listened through the Hafler
PH50 the more I became convinced of its
great ability to drive musical engagement.
While it doesn’t extract the minutest of
details, it does capture the essence of
the performance, relaying a believable
and lifelike interpretation that favours
pleasantness over exacting detail. On
older pressings, classic rock and pop, the
Hafler PH50 does a wonderful job of making
the listening engaging and enjoyable. It
is forgiving in its omission of noise and
harshness. Those with music collections of
varying genre or quality, or looking for a more
realistic experience, must try the Hafler
PH50 moving magnet phono stage.

HaÞer (Division of Radial Engineering
Ltd)
www.haƚer.com
604-942-1001
Distributed in North America by
Rutherford Audio
www.rutherfordaudio.com
HaÞer PH50 Moving Magnet Phono
Stage
Price: $500 US
www.novo.press
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REVIEW
by Suave Kajko

Skogrand Cables
Wagner AC Power Cable

W

hen I began building my first hifi sys- ended up finding a permanent position in my
tem some twenty years ago, I didn’t reference system.
give much thought to cables. Cables simGiven this positive experience with the
ply served as a means of connecting all the Skogrand interconnect, you can imagine my
components together. Audio magazines in- excitement at the chance of reviewing the
troduced me to the idea of upgrading cables Skogrand Cables Wagner AC power cable. It
but it was only when I tried the first few is a well known fact among hifi enthusiasts
cables in my own system that I truly began that when it comes to cables, power
to appreciate how much influence good qual- cables play the most significant role in the
ity cables had on a system’s performance. performance of a system. That’s because
As hifi component designers continue to music reproduction starts at the wall power
push the envelope of audio performance in outlet.
Music components essentially
their products, audio cable designers need “shape” the AC power into the music that
to develop cables that are more transpar- reaches our ears. Therefore, if you upgrade
ent than ever in order to let hifi components the cables in your hifi system, it is best
perform at their highest level. One of the to start with power cables and follow the
cable companies that has been capturing signal path (interconnects next, and finally
the attention of music enthusiasts around speaker cables).
the world for the last few years is Skogrand DESIGN & FEATURES
Cables of Norway. In business since 2011,
Skogrand Cables produces a full range
the company has been on the ‘hifi show circuit’ around the world for several years now, of hifi cables, including power cords,
demonstrating its high-end cables to a great interconnects, digital cables and speaker
acclaim of music listeners and industry cables. Skogrand power cords are available
types. I’ve been impressed by the exemplary in two different series, called Wagner and
performance of Skogrand cables on several Beethoven. The company’s speaker cables
occasions at audio shows but my true appre- and interconnects are grouped into five
ciation for the brand was born when I tested different series, each named after a famous
the Skogrand SCI Tchaikovsky interconnect composer - Rachmaninov, Brahms, Ravel,
Skogrand
cable in my own system earlier this year. Tchaikovsky and Beethoven.
Never before had a cable conjured up such digital cables on the other hand are available
an emotional connection with the music that in the Grieg and Beethoven series.
I listen to, allowing my hifi system to truly
The Wagner series of cables is Skogrand’s
achieve world-class performance. In fact, affordable (by high-end standards) series of
I loved this interconnect cable so much, it power cords. The 2 meter Wagner AC power
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cable I received for this review retails for
$2,500 US. These are far from the least
expensive power cables you can find in the
market, but as with everything in this world,
when it comes to audio cables, you get what
you pay for. High-end performance costs.
In contrast, a 2 meter power cord from the
flagship Beethoven series will run you a
whopping $18,000 US.
Unlike some cable manufacturers, Skogrand
Cables does not offer a great level of detail
about its cables designs on the company’s
website. Skogrand prefers for listeners to
focus on what they hear from their music
when using its cables. As stated on the
company’s website, the Wagner AC power
cable is designed to deliver a pure energy
flow to your components, while protecting
and preserving the energy transfer. The
cable features a multi-strand design, which
consists of two 4mm stranded UP-OCC
copper conductors, and a single 5mm ground
wire. Surrounding these conductors is a
double braided copper shielding. A polyolefin
cable jacket offers additional insulation. All
Wagner power cords can be ordered with an
optional silk brocade cable sleeve or black
braid with purple polyolefin shining through.
My review sample came in the unique and
gorgeous silk brocade sleeve. Wagner
cables are equipped with high-end Rhodium
plated UP copper connectors, and can be
ordered with North American or European
power connectors.
To test the Wagner power cable, I evaluated
www.novo.press
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it with a few amplifiers (see associated gear
box at the end of this review) and compared
it to several major and boutique brand cables.
As expected, I found the Wagner power cable
to be most effective when plugged in at the
front-end of the power chain in my system
- sitting between the wall outlet and my
Nordost QB8 power distribution box. The
Wagner is a fairly heavy, stiff cable, like
many other high-end power cords, and so I
had to position it carefully to make sure that
it did not sit angled when plugged into my
Furutech power outlet.
PERFORMANCE

What did this cable sound like? Well,
actually it didn’t sound like anything - and
that’s a good thing. A “perfect” power cable
should not introduce its own sonic signature
into an audio system. It should simply
transmit the power from the wall outlet to
the gear, without altering the signal. When
listening to various tracks from the Songs of
Anarchy soundtracks, I immediately realized
the benefits that the Wagner power cable
provided. These soundtracks are very well
recorded and offer a great mix of vocals and
instruments. With the Wagner in place, the
sound was transparent, incredibly detailed
and packed with micro and macro dynamics.
Vocals and instruments played with rich
colors, the treble was open and airy, all the
while the bass offered a great extension. On

tracks that feature backup vocals like “Son
of a Preacher Man”, there was a greater
sense of air between the voices and the
instruments. As a result, the backup voices
were clearly delineated from Katey Sagal’s
voice. Despite all of this, the music never
sounded overly analytical or harsh. On
the contrary, all of these characteristics
combined to produce music that sounded
more like the real thing, rather than recorded
music.
The Wagner also showed its strength when
playing music with great bass lines, such
as Lorde, BORNS, The Tragically Hip and Red
Hot Chili Peppers. Bass lines, which often
provide the foundation to songs, were played
with amazing control and articulation. The
subtle differences between similar bass
notes, often concealed by lower quality
power cables, came through in full glory with
the Wagner cable in place.
What kind of music did I hear the most
improvement with? Piano and large scale
orchestra recordings, both challenging
tests for any audio system. To test the
Wagner’s ability with classical music, I
turned to “100 Best Karajan” conducted by
Herbert von Karaja and “Dvorak Symphonies
no. 6-9” conducted by Grzegorz Nowak,
and performed by the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. With the Wagner power cable,
piano tones sounded clean, powerful and
filled with rich textures. Piano sounded

as good as I’ve ever heard it on my system.
Various sections of the orchestra on the
other hand benefitted from having more air
around them, in turn making each section
sound more distinctive and easier to pick
up, which resulted in a raised enjoyment of
listening. This additional sense of air also
produced an expansive soundstage, in both
depth and width. Dynamic passages struck
with awesome power, while softer passages
exhibited fine musical details.
The Skogrand Wagner power cable makes
an excellent addition to a high-end audio
system. In my system, with highly revealing
components, the Wagner offered fantastic
music immersion and connected me with
music on a deeper level. With a price of
$2,500 US it’s not cheap and you certainly
wouldn’t use it in an entry-level music
system. However if you’ve assembled a
great high-end system and are looking to
further improve the realism of your music,
this is one upgrade you’ll definitely be happy
to make.
Skogrand Cables
www.skograndcables.com
Skogrand Cables Wagner AC Power
Cable
Price: $2,500 US

